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Sectional industrial doors

Production halls, warehouses, service stations, car 
washes or agricultural facilities – perfect solution for every 
application. Industrial doors Trido are custom made and 
adapted to  needs and wishes of every single customer. 
Reliability, safety and long lifetime are deciding for 
construciton of any sectional door. All components 
of Trido sectional doors are designed for heavy duty 
operation which guarantees problem-free function.  
Trido doors meet all requirements of european norm  
EN 13241-1 and are TÜV certified. The quality certificate 
ISO 9001:2001 guarantees high precision and quality  
of the product.
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Track systems
HR - headroom    l   OH - opening height

Reliable 
Planning
Overhead sectional door 
opens  vertically up and 
parks under the ceiling. This 
space-saving construction 
provides  more space 
in and in front of the 
building. Thanks to wide 
range of different track 
systems the door can be 
applied not only in the 
new buildings but can 
also be used in renovated 
objects. Sectional doors 
can be manually or power 
operated.

Standard track system 
HR min.  420/470/500

Low headroom 
HR min. 250

High lift
HR min. 650

Vertical lift
HR min. OH + 400

High lift with  spring shaft on 
supporting beam

HR min. 2000

Vertical lift with spring shaft on supporting beam 
HR min. oH + 400

Low headroom with roof 
inclination 5O-28O

Standard track with roof 
inclination 1O-45O
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Microline HM8
smooth with micro ribs

Detail Microline HM8
RAL 9006

Standard colors Detail Stucco embossingIndustry (T6)
Stucco embossing

Excellent 
insulation
Insulated sandwich doors 
serve as an eff ective 
opening shutter in the 
industrial objects. The 
double skinned, hot 
galvanized steel panels 
(40 mm) with polyurethane 
foam core guarantee an 
excellent thermal insulating 
properties and optimal 
sound insulation. Thisckness 
of the panels and thus the 
entire door leaf is 40 mm. 
Special rubber profi les 
assure an eff ective sealing 
of the door leaf against the 
building.

Sectional industrial doors
Sandwich construction

Design and Surface fi nishes
The time-proven Panel Industry (T6) with stucco embossed surface and horizontal ribs belongs to the classics. Its practical surface 
makes the door resistant against mechanical damaging. You can choose from diff erent standard colors and also individual 
painting in any other RAL or NCS color is possible. Door Panels Microl and Velvet meet the actual trends and with their elegant 
look underline the entire design of the modern industrial objects.

RAL
9016

RAL
9002

RAL
3000

RAL
5010

RAL
9006

RAL
7016

RAL
9007

Macroline HM16
smooth with macro ribs

Detail Macroline HM16
RAL 7016
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clear acrylic glazing
single / double

ALU sheet fl at
single / sandwich

satinated acrylic glazing
single / double

ALU sheet with stucco
single / sandwich

expanded metal
LD 10

ALU perforated sheet
Rv 7-11

ALU perforated sheet
Qg 7-10

RAL / NCS

Elegant 
transparency
Aluminum doors off er 
representative and elegant 
look in connection with 
high stability. Sturdy frame 
construction  from pressed 
aluminium natural anodized 
profi les allows large-
surface glazing. It brings 
more light in the interior 
which fi ts perfectly in the 
modern architecture. This 
art of construction and 
diff erent glas and panel 
fi llings off er many individual 
composition possibilities

Sectional industrial doors
Aluminium doors

Transparent or shut panel fi llings, thermal insulated or air permable, single color fi nisching of the entire door or diff erent 
color choice for frame construction and fi llngs – it is your choice. An individual composiiton and diff erent combinations 
with almost no limits.

Design and fi llings
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Plastic frame black
angular

acrylic glazing

Alu-frame section
acrylic glazing

Plastic frame black 
oval

acryicl glazing

Spring break safety device

Cable break safety device

Optical safety edge

Sectional industrial doors
Safety and accessory

Standard threshold
treshold height 140+20 mm

ultra-low treshold 
treshold height 27 mm

lower treshold
treshold height 90+20 mm

barrier-free passage

Integrated wicket 
door
Wicket door opens outside
and is equipped with lock 
incl. handle  and door 
closure. The ingrated 
microswitch avoids the door 
movement by electrically 
operated doors when 
wicket door opened.

Glazing
Angular or oval windows 
with black plastic frames 
can be placed in one or 
more rows one above the 
other. Even more light off er 
the aluminium full vision 
sections.
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Chain hoist

Handle

Interior push boltExterior lock Interior push bolt

Hand transmitter

Sectional industrial doors
Operation

Manual operation
Smaller doors or doors that 
are not used frequently  
can be oprated by hand or 
with the help of a chain hoist. 
Manually operated door 
can be secured by inside 
our outside lock .

Electric operation
In facilities with high 
operation frequency 
an electric operator present 
an inseparable part of the 
door. Operators and control 
units GfA and Sommer 
belong to the leading 
products worldwide.

GfA operator Sommer operatorControl unit 
with an integrated buttons

Control unit 
with an integrated buttons
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Economically 
eff ective solution
Folding Doors show their 
strenght especially
in tight space conditions. 
The required headroom is 
also by large doors very low
and by externally fi tted 
doors remains  the inside 
space fully usable. Folding 
door can  be opened also 
only partially,whicht protects 
the large inside spaces
against the unfavorable 
weather conditions.
Traffi  c leaf or an integrated 
wicket door allow access 
without the need to open 
the entire door. A hard 
polyurethane foam core of 
the panels ensures perfect
thermal insulation.

heavy duty Hinges Seal systemDoor leaf element

Folding doors 
Double-skinned steel folding doors

Door leaf
door leaf elements with
sturdy reinforcing 
galvanized steel profi les
cladded with natural 
anodized aluminum 
profi les and fi lling from 
double-skinned, fully 
galvanized, 50 mm thick 
steel panels.

Manual operation
Operation of the manually operated door is carried out by 
a solid espagnolette lock on the door leaf’s interior side. 
Special exterior lockable espagnolette as an option. 
Door arrester in the opened position.
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Door leaf Seal systemAluminium hinge

Wide range of 
applications
The fully glazed aluminum 
doors let the dayligt come in 
the interior and thanks their 
fl exible construction they 
can be adapted to colors 
or shapes of the modern 
architecture. Therefore is 
the aluminum folding door 
versatile applicable not only 
in the industrial objects 
but even in the exclusive 
objects such as car 
showrooms, banks, 
exhibition halls etc.

Folding doors
Aluminium folding doors

Door leaf
door leaf construction
consists of extruded 
aluminum hollow 45 mm 
thick profi les which are 
E6/EV1 natural anodized 
as standard. The profi les 
can be powder coated in 
any RAL color on request.
Wide range of diff erent  
fi llings and glazings satisifes 
any taste or meet diff erent 
requests on architectural 
design.

Operation with E-operator
To make the operation as convenient as possible, we 
can equip the door with an electromechanical or 
electrohydraulic operator. The operators are delivered 
inclusive control unit with an integrated control board.
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The size matters 
Hangar doors serve as an 
effective shutter of the extra 
large door openings. Every 
Hangar is unique, there is 
no default. Sliding, folding - 
sliding door or round running 
door - we find an individual 
solution for each situation 
which fits your needs 
perfectly

Folding-sliding doors (headroom min. 260 mm)

Sliding doors (headroom min. 200 mm)
Among the most used types of
small hangar doors belong sliding and folding-sliding door.
The particular door leaves consist of a supporting  
steel frame with aluminum edges and filling from  
double-skinned insulated steel panels. The load transfer 
is usually carried out on the bottom, which avoids any 
additional load on the hall construction. Floor guide is 
mounted on the finished floor. The folding-sliding doors  
are on the other hand usually hung in the top track and 
the floor guide is embedded in the floor.

Door types

Hangar doors

Construction
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More than a door
We focus on the wishes and 
needs of our customers. Our 
competence confirm also  
impressive projects, such as 
the huge, multifunctional 
doors on the Brno exhibition 
area. The door consits 
of several independent 
elements which offer 4 
opening variants - glazed 
passage door for visitors, 
Swing gates for goods 
transport, sectional door 
for hall ventilation and total 
opening of the entire door 
system for oversized exhibits 
as ships etc.

Special solutions
For the highest demands



All colors shown are due to technical reasons not compulsory.

TRIDO, s.r.o.
Na Brankách 3
CZ 678 01 Blansko

tel: (+420) 516 527 216 
export@trido.cz
www.trido.eu

Your dealer:

Custom made to measure
Examples of installation


